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Aircraft Noise Certification Standards:

Propeller Driven Small Airplanes

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

In accordance with a recommendation made by the Administrator

or the Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal Aviation Admini-

stration is considerIng an amendment to Part 36 of the Federal Aviation

l_egulations which would further protect the public health and welfare

by prescribing noise standards for propeller driven small airplanes.

Interested persons are invited to participate in the subject rule

: making process by submitting such written data, views, or arguments

i as they may desire. Communications should identify the regulatory
docket or notice number and be submitted in duplicate to: Federal

Aviation Administration, Office of the Chief Counsel. Attention: Rules

Docket, Gt?-24, 800 [ndepondenm_ Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C.

2051_0, aud F.nvl|,onmentsi Protection Agency, Office or Noise Control

Programs, AW-571, Attention: Aviation Rules Doelcet, 401 M Street,

S. W,, WashIngton, D. C, 20460. All communications received'on or

before will be considered by the Administrators

before taking action on the proposed rule. The concepts contained in

this notice r,_ay be changed in the light of comments received. All
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comments submitted will be available, both before and after the closing

date for comments, in the Rules Dockets for examination by interested

persons.

,_ Under the requirements of Section 7(a) of the Noise Control Act

of 1972 {Pub. L. 92-574, 86 Stat. 1234} the Administrator of the

--]_vironmeutal Protection Agency conducted a study of aircraft and

airport noise and submitted a report theresa to the Congress. (Report

[ on Aircraft/Airport Noise, Senate Committee on PubUc Works, Serial

No. 93-8_ Aug, 1973). Under Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act,

as amended by the Noise Control Act of 1972, the Administrator of the

EPA is also required, not earlier than the date of submission of his

report to the Congress_ to submit to the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion proposed regulations to provide such control and abatement of

ah.t.raft incise and _onir boozn (lncludin_ control and abatement of

a|rL'rafl ileis_, through tilt, e×t,rclscof any oP the I.'AAts regulatory

authorityover air eomnlcrce or transportationor over aircraftor air-

portoperations)as the Administratorofthe EPA determines isneces-

sary to protectthe publichealthand welfare. In accordance withthe

foreguingrLxlulrcment,tileI,.'PApsblishedin the Federal Registeron

February 19, 197.1,(3_JF.R. 6112)a "Noticeof PublicComment Period"

containinga synopsisoftileproposed rulesit isconsideringtoachieve

a satisfactorylevel of aircraftnoise controland abatement for the

protectionof thepublichealthand welfare.

Tileprnposed rules and the type of controlwhich each rule would

implement are as follows:
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l,'light procedures noise control.

(1) Takeoff procedures.

(2) Approach proceduros.

(3) Minimum altitudes.

Source noise control.

(4) Retrofit/fleet noise level.

(5) Supersonic civil aircraft noise.

(6) Modifications to Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulations.

(7) Propeller driven small airplanes.

(g) Short haul aircraft.

Airport operations noise control.

(9) Airport goals, mechanisms and processes by which noise ex-

posure of communities around airports can be limited to levels

consistent with public health and welfare requirements.

This proposed rule, identified as Item (7), is one of the five whose

purpose is to implement engineering noise control at the source. As

proposed herein the EPA beLieves that the rule, if adoptedj would

t_(mtroi tlu, noie_ of propelh_r drlwm smull airplanes to levels as low

aS Is _'lmslstuxlt with safe technolo_i_'ai capability, without (1) imposing

unroasollablo economic burdens on the users of those airplanes. (2)

degrading the environment in any manner° and (3)any significantin-

crease in fuel consumption, In substance° the proposed rule would

provide for the Lbllowlngchanges in the aircraftnoise standards of

Part 36 ofthe FederalAviationRegulations.

(i) Noise standards for propellerdriven small airplanes in the
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uormal, utility, acrobatic, transport and restricted categories

would be added to that Part. Agricultural and fireflghting

airplanes, however, would be excluded _rom the standards

- when operated in compliance with a current noise abatement

flight plan.

(2) The noise evaluation requirement for the standards would be

Effcctivc Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) ha units of EPNdB, as

now required under Part 36 for transport category airplanes and

turbojet powered airplanes.

(3) Compliance with the noise limits prescribed in this proposed

rule would be achieved ha the following stages based upon

implementation of the current, available, and future noise

control technology:

(a) Current teclmolo_. An application for a type certificate

on or after the date of publication of NPRM 73=26 on

October 10, 1973, would be subject to the current technology

noise standards,

(h) Avaitahh,,t+,t,lutt+tt_g_. An applh,ation for a type certificate

Oll Ill' aL'tur ,IUlIUUI*y L, tllTfi, w()uLd hi, SUhJt't+t to tile uvailabLe

technology noise standards. Those standards would also

apply to an airplane of an older type design manufactured

on or after January l, 1977.

(c) l_ture tec mology An application for a type certificate

on oi' aider 3anuary 1, 19110, woutd be subject to the future

technology standards.
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A. ReGulatory Background.

Part 36, "Noise Standards: Aircraft Type Certification", was

effective on Dec. I, 1969, (34 F.R. 18355), prescribing noise

,. measurement, noise evaluation, and noise levels for the type certi-

fication, and changes to those certificates, for subsonic transport

category airplanes, and for subsonic turbojet powered airplanes

regardless of category. Although propeller driven small airplanes

(as defined in Part 1 a small aircraft means an aircraft of 12,500

pounds or less, maximum certificatedtakeoff weight) have not created

noise problems as severe as that of the turbojet or large transport

category airplanes, it was deemed appropriate to take regulatory action

to place limits on future noise impact from this segment of aviation.

i Accordingly, on October 9, 1973, the FAA issued NPRM 73-26

i (38 F.R. 28016) proposing standards and simplified procedures for

measuring the noise levels for propeller driven small airplanes in the

normal, utility, acrobatic, transport, and restricted categories.

However, in response to the invitation for comments to the NPRM,

the ErA advised the FAA that it did not concur with some of the

provislnns of that proposal and recommended specific changes. The

recommended modifications affect fnur elements of the proposed rule.

They are, in general: (i)the noise evaluation measure, (2) the noise

cnmpllunce levels, (3) the perlbrmance correction factor, and (4)the

noise data sample size. The substance of these key issues may be

summarized as follows:
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(I) Flight procedures. A minimum of only four horizontal flights

with maximum continous power, at a height of 1000 feet over

a @iugle ooise measurement station would be required under

NPRM 73-26 to demonstrate compliance with the proposed noise

level requirements. Tile EPA has no objection to this simplified

procedure for small airplanes, but believes that a minimum

of six Rights (as required in Part 36) is necessary

to properly evaluate the noise output of an airplane regardless

of the airplane size. A minimum of six noise data samples

will yield more reliable averages and this change is incorporated

herein.

(2) Performance correction. The ErA believes that the climb-

out performance correction concept as proposed in NPRM 73-26

is reasonable, but needs minor corrections and an additional

factor to account for difference between the aircraft test speed

and the aircraft take-off speed. A performance correction

concept incorporating minor changes to the original concept plus

a speed correction factor is recommended herein.

(3) Noise evaluation measure. N'PRM 73-26 proposed that

maximum A-weighted noise level (AL) in units of AdB should

hc used as tilemeasure for type certificationof aircraft noise.

The ErA recomnmnds that the use of Effective Perceived

Noise Level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB be uscd, as is required

/'or turbojet powered airplanes and transport category a_rplanes



Regulations and Annex 16 of ICAO. The use of EPNL as tile

noise evaluation measure is incorporated in this proposed rule.

(4) Noise compli,'ulce levels. The EPA believes that the noise

level requh'tnntmts to be achieved under NPRM 73-26 are

sot sufficientiy representative of the safe and economical noise

'_ control that can be implemented by applications of current and

avallabletechnology, l_rthermore0 modifications are necessary

to properly reflect the achievements that can be accomplished

by applications of future technology.

As used here, current technology includes "shelf item" hard-

ware and commonly lmown techniques and procedures that

have been used effectively by some manufacturers. Available

technology represents the results of research and development

that have not beel_ put into common practice but are available

lbr implementation. Some performance testing may still be

necessary, but reliability and effectiveness has been demon-,

strated in the laboratory and on model and full scale tests.

t_turc technology represents the results of research now in

pragress that have not beer* lhliy tested but the results to date

indicate high potential to a reasonable degree of confidence.

B. References.

in the development of thisproposed rule the ErA conducteditsown

studies and evaluated several pertinent studies made by other Federal

agencies and private contractors. Those studies are listed herein for

the informatio|l of all interested persons and are available for
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examination at the FAA Rules Docket Office, GC-24, 800 Independence

Avenue, S. W., Washington, D.C. 20590, or the Environmental

ProtcctionAgcncy, Office of Noise Control Programs, Crystal Mall 2,

1921 Jefferson Davis llighway, Arlington, VA0 20460. Copies of these

studies prepared by Government Agencies arc also for sale by the
*#

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

(1) "Aircraft Noise", Annex 16 to the Convention on Inter-

national Civil Aviation, International Standards and

Recommended Practices, International Civil Aviation

L Organization (ICAO), Amendment Number 2, April 1974.

' (2) "Subjective Evaluation of General Aviation Aircraft Noise",

I_'AAReport FAA-NO-68-35, April1968.

('J)"Comparisons Between SubjectiveRatingsofAircraft

Noise", FAA Report FAA-NO-68-33, April 1968.

(4) "Aircraft Noise Evaluation", FAA Technical Report,

FAA-NO-58-34, September 1998.

(5) "The Effects of Temporal and Spectral Combinations

on the Judged Noisiness of Aircraft Sounds", I,'AA

Report FAA-NO-69-3, June 1959.

(6) "Conferenceon STOL Transport AircraftNoise Certifi-

cation",FAA Report FAA-NO-69-1, 30 January 1969.

(7) "Effective Perceived Noise Level I,_aluated For STOL

and_OtherAircraR'Sounds", FAA Report FAA-NO-70-5,

May 1970.
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(8) "Report on Aircraft/Airport Noise", Report of the

Administrator of the l'_vironmental Protection Agency

in Compliance with Public Law 92-574, Senate Committee

on Public Works, Serial No. 93-8, August 1973.

(9) "Impact Characterization of Noise Including Implications

of Identifying and Achieving Levels of Cumulative Noise

Exposure"° Report of Task Group 3, EPA NTID 73.4,

27 July 1973o

(1O) "information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite

to Protect Public Health and Weflare with an Adequate

Margin of Safety", EPA Technical Document No. 550/9-

74-004, March 1974,

(11) "Noise Source Abatement Technology and Cost Analysis

Including Retrofitting", Report of Task Group 4, EPA

NTID 75.5, 27 July 1973.

(12) "Noise Levels of Propeller Driven Light Aircraft",

Table 2, Worlc.ing Paper No. 11, Second Meeting of the

Committee oa Aircraft Noise (CAN), International Civil

Aviation Organization ([CAO), l,'_,¢leral Republic of

Germatty+ Jmmary 197i.

(13) "l_eaults of Noise Surveys of Seventeen General

Aviation Type Aircraft". FAA Report FAA-EQ-73-1,

December 1972.

(14) "Measurement and Analysis of Noise From Seventeen

Aircraft in Level Flight (Military, Business Jet, and

General Aviation)", FAA-RD-71-98, November 1971.
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(15) "Progress Report on Quiet Propulsion", M.I.T. Summer

Workshop on Low/Medium Density Air Transportation,

9 August 1973.

. (16) "New Low Pressure Ratio Fans for Quiet Business

Aircraft Propulsion", S.A. Eo Business Aircraft

Meeting, Wichita, Kansas, 3-6 April 1973,

(17) "Advanced V/STOL Propeller Technology; Far-Field

Noise Investigation", Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory, Technical Report AFFDL-TR-88, Vol.

XIII, December 197L

! C. Introduction.

As previously stated, the rules proposed herein are based

primarily upon recommendations submitted by the EPA pursuant to

the mandates of Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act. It is to be

noted that these rules parallel, in many respects, the provisions

contained in the FAA NPRM 73-26. However° since they contain

differences from that NPRM in regard to the key elements of noise

evaluation measures, noise compliance levels, performance cor-

rectlon, and Right procedures, each of these elements is discussed

herein under a separate heading.

Initially,it is to be noted that those rules do not apply to rotor-

craR, halloans_ dirigibles, or gliders since those aircraR are not

classiRedas airplanes. Agricultural and flrefightingairplanes would

also be excepted under certain conditions from the proposed noise

limit levels. The retrofitofexisting airplanes would not be required.

i0
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Only those airplanes manufactured in the future would be required to

be noise controlled under the rule as proposed.

The EPA believes ibat the noise standards proposed herein will

preventnn escalation of noise from propeller driven small airplanes,

substantially reduce tile noise for contit_ued production of many exist-

ing models, and set stm_dards for original type certification of future

airplanes_ all of whi¢'h will assist in the protection of the public

health and welfare from aircraft generated noise.

D. Flight procedures.

Under NPRM 73-26, the three point (sideline, takeoff and

approach) noise certification procedure prescribed in Appendix C of

Part 35 would be replaced with a single point, level flight procedure

at maximum continuous power. This simplified flight procedure would

require a minimum of ¢_nly I'ot_r level flights over the measuring eta-

tion ata height of 1000 fret e 30 feet and + 10 degrees from the zenithi m

when passing overhead.

The EPA believes that an aircraft certification concept should

have two principal objectives, l,'irst_ it should require that the latest

state of tim art of technologically practicable and economically

reasonable noise control is utilized. Second, it should provide base-

line noise levels suitable for use by airport and community planners

and architects in planning airports, determining noise compattbleland

usage, and designing noise insulated structures. The ideal way of

achieving tbose objectives would he to conduct sufficient noise meas-

urements to be able to construct equal noise level contours for all of
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the potential operating modes of fileaircraft. In lieu of the ideal.

three strategically located noise certification measuring points are

necessary and sufficienttodefine a rectangular boundary or box which

would contain an equal noise level contour. Ordinarily a noise cer-

tification procedure that has lobs than three points will not provide

adequate information to make a judgment as to whether the airframe

and power plant combination is optimally matched for minimum noise

exposure. However. if the the particular aircraft has operational

or noise characteristics wherein either one operational mode provides

the major source of noise and the others are relatively minor, or

' the noise control devices or procedures effective for the major

operational noise mode are equally effective for all the modes: then

simpler test procedures may be adequate. The EPA believes that

the propeller driven small airplane has such characteristics, and

for those reasons (not those stated in NPRM 73-26) the simpler flight

procedures would be acceptable.

Another important operational procedure to be considered is the •

choice of maximum continuous power insteadof takeoff power. Take-

oft' power is very close to maximum continuous power in terms of

noise generation, and for many of the small airplanes it is the same.

l.'arthcrmore, takeoff power is used, when available, for a relatively

short portion of the climb path. Al_or clean up (landing gear and

flaps) the airplmle is operated at maximum continuous power. Con-

sequentlyj the use of maximum continuous power in a horizontal flight

procedure would also be acceptable, especially since takeoff power,



when available, is extremely functional (getting the airplane off the

ground) and is used for relatively short periods of time.

Notwithstanding its acceptance of the foregoing flight procedures,

the I.,'PA points oat that a level flight procedure is deficient since it

dues not indicate (us a tht,cc-puint procedure wotlid) whether the air-

frame and power plant combinationis optimallymatched form.inimum

noise exposure on the ground at climbout. To correctthisdeficiency

the EPA recommends that performance correction factors including

one such as proposed in NPRM 73-26 (with certain minor changes)

and another to account for differences in test and takeoff speeds be

• used to correct the measured data. These factors arc more fully

discussed in paragraph Ej below.

Although it is difficult to precisely predict the exact number of

test flights needed over a measuring station to make a proper evaluation

of a particular type of airplane, the EPA believes that there is no

evidence to indicate that the minimum of six flights now required under

Pact 36 should be reducq_l because a simplified flight procedure is

used. Accordingly, the procedures proposed herein would require a

minimum of six flights over the noise measuring station.

E. PerformanceCorrection. _.m

A measure of the capability of an airplane to expose communities

beyond tile end of tile takeoff runway to noise in excess of a specified

level, is the land area contained within the boundary of the noise

contour. (An equal noisecontouris the locusof pointson the ground

which are exposed to a particular level of noise. The size of the
I
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contour area is dependent upon both the noise energy and the climb

performance of the aircraft. The noise energy generated will

be constant for a given engine power setting (such as takeoff or

maximum continuous) but the noise radiated to the ground will also

be dependent upon the climb path. At a given point on the extended

centcrline of the runway, the steeper the climb, the higher the

airplane, and the lower the noise level.

Tile simplified horizontal flight noise certification procedure of the

type proposed in NPRM 73-26, by itself, will not provide sufficient

information to make a judgment on the relationship between airplane

i climboutperformance andnoise exposure onthe ground. For example,
two airplanes with the same power plant would be expected to produce

about tile same noise level over the measuring station at a height of

1000 feet, even though the total weight of one may be substantially

greater than the other, llowever, the higher performance airplane

(greater horsepower/weight ratio) would be expected to have the

capability to produce smaller contour areas and, hence, less

community noise degradation.

To compensate for this dei'lciency in the simple flyover certifi-

catles procedure° as compared with the three pointprocedure contained

in Appendix C of Part 36, NPRM 73-26 provides a "performance

correction methodology" intended to penalize airplanes withpoor climb

peribrmance. As stated in the preamble to that notice, the proposed

correction "refleCts the importance of good climb performance in

removing the airplane as a noise source from the airport environs
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as rapidly as possible", As proposed in that notice the cllmb-out

performance correction factor would be computed by uslngthe following

formula:

C = 80-201og [(11430-D50) (R/C)/VY +50] (I)

Where: C is the correction that must bs added algebraically to tile

measured values but limited to +_.5 dB; D50 is the takeoffdistance in

feet to a point at which the airplane is at a height of 50 feet at

maximum certificatedtakeoff weight; R/C isthe certificatedbest rate

of climb in feet per minute; and VY is the airplane speed in feet per

: minute corresponding to the best rate of climb. When D50 is not

listed as approved performance information, it must be taken as 1375

and 1600 feet for single engine and multi-engine airplanes,

respectively.

Tlle I_PA beliew_s that a climb performance correction factor

proposed in NPRM 73-26, is a sound concept and with the minor

changes proposed heroin could be converted into a regulatory require-

ment which will insure that all future types of propeller driven small

airplanes have climb capability and therefore community noise

reduction capabilityat least as good as the best of the exlsitlngtypes.

The climb=ont perlbrmaltce correctien factor, however, Callbe

made more meaningfulwithonly a very slightchange. Itcan be made

to yield a noise incremental value whlch, when added algebraically

to the measured noise level at I000 feet,approximates the noise level

at a specified reference dlstanco from brake release, assuming a

i normal climbout.
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The reference distance assumed in Equation (1) is U, 430 ft. which

has no apparent significm_ce, except possibly a poor approximation to

the reference distance of 3, 500 meters proposed by the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in Annex 16 (Reference 1). The

concept of a reference distance is a good one because it can provide

usehll information for planning purposes. The particular distance,

however, is not too important. Therefore, the EPA recommends that

the reference distance be rounded off to Lira500 feet, which is a closer

approximation of the 3,500 meters used by ICAO. This is a very

slight modtficationthat would change the correction values only a small

fraction of a decibel from those computed by means of Equation (1).

The revised formula is given in the following Equation (2) and plotted

in uttarhod Figure I.

C = 60-20 log [(llS00-DS0) sin a I 50] (2)

Where: u = arcsin [(II/CY VY]

All airplane manufacturers should be encouraged tolist the takeoff

distance at maximum certificated weight from brake release to a

point on the ground at which the airplane will clear aa obstacle of

50 R. ill height (DS0), Those manufacturers that do not choose to List

this distance would be required by NPRM 73-26 to use l, 375 ft. for

single eugino airplanes and 1, 600 ft. for multi-engine airplanes. The

Ei)A believes that tl_o_e distances are too liberal and may encourage

ma_mfacturcrs oF low performance airplanes to choose not to list the

I)50 distances. 'l'herelklre, in order to encourage tile manufacturers to

determine climb-out performance correction factors based upon actual

16
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performance eharacteristlcs, the distances should be increased to

2000 feet for single engine airplanes and 3000 feet for multi-engine

airplanes as plottedin Figure I.

Also it is noted that the aircraft under test conditions (horizontal

flight,maximum continuous power at I000 feet height above the test

site)c_l be expected to fly-over the test site at a speed greater than

: the takeoff, cllmb-out speed. Therefore, the duration ofthe sound,

! a facto*"to be considered in human subjective reaction to noise, would

be less under test conditions than the duration of the soulld expe-

l rleneed under or alongside the climb path. Inorder to make a proper

assessment of the noise measured under the simplified test con-

ditions, the noise level corrected for climb performance must be

ftlrthercorrected to account for the change in speed which results

Illa clmn_Te In no[acduratiou. 'fhe speed correction factor appropriate

for thispurpose is:

S = i0 log VH/VY, where:

VH = maximum speed in horizontal flightwlth maximum continuous

power or maximum test speed in horizontal flightover the noise

nlottsurinK point averaged for all test flights,whichever is greater, fpm,

VY = bust rate of climb speed at maximun._ take-off weight, fpm, and

S : a _,orreetion factor to be added algebrai_cally to the measured

noise level, decibels.

Thus the totalcorrection formula, including the climb performance

factor and the test speed correction factor isproposed to be:

P _ C + S, or

P = 60- 201og [(11,500 - DS0) sinu + 50] +I01og(VHJVY). (3)
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F. Noise Evaluation Measure.

Tllcprimary element in any procedure for certificatingnoise

sources is the evaluationmeasure upon which tilecriteriais based.

Aircraft noise signatures,wi_iehare themost intricateof the common

noise sources, involvesuch uemplex interrelatedspectral,temporal,

and spatialfunctionsof sound pressure that the search for a single

number noise evaluatorhas b'eenlong and difficult.The end result

todate, consideredthebeststateofthe art by thescientificcommunity

is EffectivePerceived Noise Level {EPNL) (References (2)through

(7),above). Simply stated,EPNL consistsof instantaneousPerceived

Noise Level (PNL) _.orrectedfor the presence of the maximum tone i

and tileflyoverduration. Both PNL and the A-weighted Level (ALl

are methods for weightingthe noise spectrum by deemphasizlng the

low and emphasizing the higilfrequencycontributions. However, AL |

provides more suppression for tbe low and lessamplificationfor the

highfrequencies than does PNL. Consequently,AL isless stringent

in ratingnoise thanisPNL, and thereforeless effectivein controlling

noise,even beforetoneand durationcorrectionsare added to PNL to

form EPNL.

Most propeller driven small airplanes,operating today have

minimal high frequency noise content, contain only low frequency

tonesthat would require about the same tone correction(oneor two

decibelsat most), and have about the same noise duration time.

On the surface, itappears as though itis not very importantwhether

EPNL or AT, is.used tbr evaluatingthese current aircrafttypes be-

18



cause the compliance levels, in terms of either measure, could be

adjusted to adequately control the noise. However, an analysis

of the effectsofvarlous noise weightin_ factorson tilez]oiscsignatures

Of this type of aircraft indicates that the use of tile A-weighted

measure, because of the massive de-emphasis of the low frequency

components of tilenoise, may actually discourage noise reduction of

propeller and engine noises, in addition, itis important that the noise

evaluator chosen for a certificationbe versatile in tilesense that it

not only recognizes fileannoyance effects (or any other health and

welfare effects) for current aircraft, but is available (and capable

of modification or refinement) for potentially obnoxious noise of

lhture aircraft. I:_PNL Is such a unit; not complete and not exact,

but thv best available at the present time. Furthermore, it is not

too complex tbr use with modern electronic computational equipment

m*d will bc allowed, when desired and requested, by member states

in international agreements (Reference 1, above).

The concept or rationale for maintaining two different aircraft

noise measures (one for certification and one for community exposure

or monitoring) was consLdered in depth by the EPA (l:teferenees B,

9 and i0, above). In the ropof't to Congress (l_ufez'esce 8), the EPA

r(;comnlcnded a cumulatLve noise exposure measure which is based

upon AL with the tbllowing caveat:

"The use of an A-weighted sound level precludes the
assessment of penalties for the existence of tones
in the noise in the interest of simplifying the measure
procedure. When appropriate, penalties for tones

and other subjective attributes should be made in
source regulations such as FAR 36".
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In reference to the problem of choosing an appropriate noise

nte_tsure th_ttwould crate;tic the subjective effct'i,s()ftnne and ether

S|_llUhlrl, conlpc)nelltS, ih(' report ul' ]_PA Tusk (h'<>up :I Ln Itc+ferenee

(i0),above, made tilt+tbllowing pertinent conclusion:

"After consideration of this problem, the Task Group
concluded that the presence of a tone penalty in
certification procedures effectively encourages a manu-
facturerto minimizetones in the sound of aircraft. Thus,
certification requirements will minimize the need to
consider tones in an environmental noise measure, so
long as tonal effectsare properly considered under source
certification".

"Negleetingthese characteristics in the proposed measure
makes their control by other means necessary (emission/
certificationstandards)".

"The absence of a pure tone penalty in the basic
measure for average sound level...is based on the
assumption that pure tone components are primarily to
be controlled by noise emission control standards. As
long as such standards are not effective or in cases
where, for teelminal or other reasons, significantpure
tones remain, it is advisable to consider them in the

detailed predlctlon/land use planning procedure... ".

If tones Or other aircraft noise signature anomalies are not

evaluated and controlled by noise certification standards, then

simplified measures using the A-weighted noise level will not be

effective l'uruse [n euvLrel111lentalcumulative noise exposure method-

elogles and monitoring procedures. In that event the EPA believes

that other, more complex, methodologies such as noise exposure

forecast (NI_F) will be necessary to insure maximum protection to

the public health and welfare.

The EPA has devoted considerable effort in a thorough study and

analysis of the various noise evaluation measures. As a reset of these

2O
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studies, the noise evaluation measure proposed herein is Effective

Perceived Noise Level (EPNL). This measure, now required in

Part 36 for transport category (including large propeller driven air-

planes) and turbojet powered airplanes, would also apply to propeller

driven smallairplanes. The procedure in Appendix B of Part 36 would

remain as the standard fl)r converting the measured noise into EPNdB.

G. Noise Compliance Limits.

Under NPRM 73-26, Appendix F of Part 36 would be amended

to require measured noise levels corrected for climb performance of

i propeller driven small airplanes to comply with the following noise

limits and related effective dates:

! I, "l'_pe certificate application on or after l0 October 1973.
i

i (a) 68 AdB up to airplane weights of 1, 300 lbs.

(b) 1 dB/165 lbs. up to 82 AdB at 3,630 lbs.

(c) 82 AdB up to and including 12, 500 lbs,

2. T_pe certificate application on or after i Jmluar_, 1975.

(a) 68 AdB up to airplane weights el' 1, 320 lbs.

(b) 1 dB/195 lhs. up to 80 AdB at 3,300 ibs.

(v) 80 AdB up to mid htcludlng 12,500 Ibs,

3. New airplanes on or after 1 January, i980.

Airplanes with no flight time, regardless of date of

application of.-4ype certificate, would comply with

the noise lintits specified in paragraph 2, above.

The t_ttached Figure 2, which compares the compliance noise

levt,ls proposed iu NP[_M 73-26 with u wide variety of existing propeller
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airplanes, clearly indicates that the compliancelqvein do not represent

the quieter airplanes. As a matter of fact, a large number of the

existing propeller driven small airplanesiare capable of producing sig-

nificantly lower noise levels than those proposed for future types in

NPttM 7',]-26. This, in spite of the fact that the Noise Coatrol Act

of 1972 requires aircraft noise regulations to protect the public health

and welfare by decreasing or controlling the noise emissions to the

highest degree possible within the regulatory constraints of safety,

economics, and technology.

The attached Figure 3 shows the compliance levels of this proposal

compared with those of NPRM 73-26; there is an ll-dB numerical

difference between the two. The upper compliance level shown in

Figure 3is 93 EPNdB which is the Part 36 requirement for all turbojet

am! large propeller airplanes up to 75,000 pounds maximum weight.

There is no reason why propeller driven small airplanes of

12, 500 pounds or less, maximum certificated takeoff weight, should

be permitted to exceed that level. It must be clearly understood that

tim c¢}mlfliullt_e |ev,_ls f{n' the propeller driven small airplanes refer

t{) u L, 000 i_. luu'iztultal flyover, whLle thr Part 36 Lt,vuls rot'or to tt

measm,iug point 3.5 nautical miles from brake release. However,

for many large turbojets and propeller driven large airplanes, the

height above the measuring point will be between 700 and 1, 500 feet,

or elos¢_ enough to l, 000 ft. to make reasonable comparisons.

lu addition to the foregoing current technology, considerable

research ell'oft is in progress on the development of quiet propeller
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propulsion systems and the resultsindicatethatsafeand economical

tecbnology sbould be available, some in the near i_ture and a great

deal more by 1980. (Reference Nos. ii through 17 listed above).

Accordingly, the EPA recommends adoption of lower noise compliance

levels for futllre technology standards. In this respect, the EPA

assumes that those airplanes shown in Figure 2 with the lowest noise

levels have utilized all or at least some of the available noise control

teclmology (engine covers, mufflers, reduced propeller tip speed,

increased propeller efficiency, etc.) to achieve those levels, In

addition, it may also be assumed that those airplanes meet the

appropriate airworthiness standards of the state of registry and are

competing economically in the market place with other propeller driven

small airplanes with higher noise levels. Since those airplanes more

properly reflect the requirements of the Noise Act, the lower noise

levels which they have achieved should be used to the extent practicable

as the starting point, or upper limit, for future propeller driven

small airplanes.

The attached Figure 4 illustrates the noise compliance levels

proposed iu this Pull, tbr currri_t, uvallahh_, and fizture noise tech-

nologies and are proposed to he applied as follows:

(1) Current. l.br propeller driven small airplane type designs

for which an application for a type certificate is made from

October 10, 1973 to January 1, 1975, inclusive, the noise

level must not exceed 79 EPNdB lbr airplane weights up to

and in¢:ludiug 1S20 pounds. The noise level limit increases
23 Q :



from 79 EPNdB at a rate ofl EPNdB/165 pounds of weight in

excess of 1320 pounds for airplane weights greater than 1320

pounds, tip to and including 3630 potmds. Ilowcver, the noise

level limit romulus constant at 93 I_PNdl] h+r airplane

wl*ights of 3030 tmomls or more, tip to and including 12, 500

pounds,

(2) Available. For propeller driven small airplane type designs

for which an application for a type certificate is made from

January 2, 1975 to January I, 1980, inclusive, and for newly

i produced propeller driven small airplanes manufactured on

or after January 2, 1977, the noise level must not exceed

79 EPNdB for airplane weights up to and including 1320. The

noise level limit increases from 79 EPNdB at a rate of

1 EPNdB/105 pounds of wciffht in excess of 1320 pounds for

airplane weights greater than 1320 pounds, up to and including

3300 pounds. IIowever, the noise level limit remains constant

at 91 EPNdB for airplane weights of 3300 pounds or more, up

to and including 12, 500 pounds.

(3) 1.',uture. For propeller driven small airplane type designs

for which an application for a type certificate is made on or

after .lanuary 2, 1980, the noise level limit is prescribed by

the following ibrmula:

EPNL = 89-15 log (12.5/W) (4)

Where: W = airplane maximum certificated takeoff weight In

thousands of pounds.
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H. Economic Considerations.

As previously stated, aircraft noise control regulations must

provide protection to the public health and welfare to the highest

degree possible within the regulatory constraints of safety, economies

and technology. Accordingly, the EPA believes that those regulations

are expected to reflect the current and future state of the art of safe

technology without a prohibitive impairment of aircraft performance

in regard to range, payload, field length, etc. Regulations based

upon the foregoing policy are needed to insure that future community

noise due to the operation of propeller driven small aircraft will be

reduced to the lowest feasible levels and smallest practical areas

commensurate with the state of the art.

As proposed, these rules will not require a retrofit of existing

propeller driven small airplanes. Iinwever, the rules would prohibit

any acoustical changes to those airplanes that would increase noise.

Additional costs to the aircraft manufacturers for the inclusion of the

existing "off the shelf" noise reduction technology into newly designed

airplanes, in some cases, may mean only the cost of the addition of

+ mufllers; In others it may mean the cost of decreasing the propeller

tip speed and changing or adding propeller blades. In some cases,

it may also mean new design changes or the redesign of muffler and

_xhanst systems and propellers, in the case of turbo-charged engines

for which mufflers are not feasible+ perhaps smaller diameter,

more efficient propellers may be appropriate. An additional cost

would also be incurred by the manufactnrer for the aircraft type
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certificationof the particularairplanein accordance withthe proce-

dures and standardsproposed inthisnotice.

It is estimated that the cost of the type certification and the
#

modifications needed for compliance with this proposal would range

from $300 to $2,500 depending upon the type of airplane and the pro-

duction run. This increase for an airplane ranging in price from

$14,000 to $25,000 appears economically reasonable for the reduced

noise benefits to be derived. In this regard, the EPA believes that

the existing noise reduction technology included on some airplanes has

not had a detrimental impact on the competitiveness of such air-

pluses.

Although it further appears that, in some cases, compliance with

the noise standards contained in this proposal could result in a fuel

consumption penalty, the penalty should be minor.

L Proposed anu:udmouts.

Many of the amendments required for the implementationofthis

proposal are similartothoseproposed in NPRM 73-26. The principal

elements of the proposal as they appear in these amendments are

summarized Ibr eOllVeUiest Pefcreut't,. th)wuver, lu order to avoid '

any misunderstanding, the language of each amendment to the Federal

Aviation Regulations is repeated in its entirety.

I. Part 36.

(a) The noiseevaluationmcasure forpropellerdriven small

airplanes would be Effective Perceived Noise Level, EPNLo in units

of EPNdB as presentlyrequired in Appendix B for large transport

26
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category airplanes and turbojet powered airplanes regardless of

category.

(b) The aircraft noise evaluation procedures presently

required in Appendix 13 would remain the standard for eonvertiug the

noise measured into EPNdB units.

(c) A single point level flightnoise certificationprocedure at

maximum continuous power as proposed in NPRM 73-26 is also pro-

posed in this notice. However, a performance correction factor

as proposed in Part C of Appendix P would be required and a

minimum of six (not four as proposed in NPRM 73-26) level flights

wouid be required tbr the tests.

(d) The noise compliance levels and the effective dates for

their implementation would be changed to conform with currentj

available and future technology in the following manner:

(1) Current technology as prescribed in proposed

i §F36. 301(b) and depicted in the attached Figure 4 would apply to all

' type certificateapplications filedon or afterOctober i0, 1973.

(2) Availablctechnology as prescribed in §F36.301(c) and

depirted hl the attached Figure 4 would apply to all type certificate

applications filed un or after January 2, 1975_ and to newly produced

airplanes ofolder typedesign manufacturedon or afterJanuary 2, 1977.

(3) Future technology as prescribed in §F36. 301(d) and

depicted in the attached Figure 4 would apply to all type cevtificate

applications filedon or after January 2, 1980.

t
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2. Subpart F.

As proposed herein a new Subpart iv would also be added to

Part 36 to prescribe noiselirnits for propeller driven small airplanes.

. " The technical details of the proposed noise staridards would be placed

in a new Appendix F and made mandatory by a reference in proposed

§36. 501 o£ the subpart.

Paragraph (e) of §36. 501 would_ as proposed in NPRM 73-26, also

except agricultural and firefighting airplanes from the noise limit

requirements of Part D of Appendix F, but not the noise measurement

and correction requirements needed to furnish noise levels under

S36.1501. An airplane excepted from the foregoing requirement would

be required, however, to have a noise abatement operating limitation

issued for it under proposed §36.1583(c). This requirement would

ensure that the exception of those airplanes from the noise require-

meats does not create a class of noise-exempt airplanes and thus

defeat the purpose of the exception.

The remaining provisions of the new Subpart F as proposed in
:4
, NPltM 73-26 and for tile reasons stated therein are included In this

proposal.

3. Appendix F.

As proposed in NPRM 73-26, aa Appendix F to Part 36 would

contain the detailed noise measurement, data eorreetlono and noise

limit requirements for propeller driven small airplanes. As distin-

guished from the provisions in NPRM 73-26, however, §F36.109 of

the Appendix proposed herein would not provide for deviations in the

data recording, reporting and approval requirements to reflect the use
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of the A-weighted level since EPNL would be the unit of measurement.

Proposed _F36.lll would require at least six level flights over

the measuring station instead of 4 flights as proposed in NPRM 73-26.

part C of the Appendix F proposed herein would contain a revised

correetinn formula recommended by the EI'A to compensate for the

simplified flyover procedures for propeller driven small airplanes

authorized in this proposal

Tile fioise levels proposed in §F36. 301 would be based upon three

categories of noise technology and would be applicable to all propeller

driven small airplanes, except as provided in Subpart F for agri-

¢ cultural and flreflghting airplanes. The noise levels for each category

are also graphically depicted (Figure 4).

4, Part 21.

It is to hr.' noted that as proposed herein a new _21.93(b)(3)J

would also be used to classifythe changes in the type design of a

propeller drivensmall airplane which would constitute an "acoustical

change" in additionto a minor or major change in the type design.
Y

As distinguishedfrom turbojetpowered and large transportcategory

airplanes, acoustical changes for propeller driven small airplanes

would be expressly limited to such changes as a change to or removal

of a muffler or other components designed for noise control. The

remaining procedural amendments to Part 21 supporttilesubstantive

amendments proposed in Part 36 and Appendix F to thatPart. Since

they do notdifferfrom thosecontainedand discussedinNPRM 73-26,

any furtherdiscussionof those amendments appears repetitiveand

unnecessary.
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This notice of proposed rulemaking is issued under the authority

of Section 313(a), 601, 603, 604, and 611, Federal Aviation Act of

1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1421_ 14320 1424, and 1431 as amended by

the Noise Control Act of 1972 (P. L. 92-574); Section 6(c)), Department

of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c)); Title I. National _viron-

mental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U. S.C. 4321 et seq. ); Executive Order

11514, March 5, 1970.

Issued in Washington, D.C. on . 1974.

Administrator

In consideration of the foregoing it is proposed to amend Parts 21

and 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulations as follows:
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PART 21 - CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

FOR PRODUCTS AND PARTS

A. Part 21 of the Federal Aviation Regulations would be amended

as follows:

1, Section 21.I7(a) (h_troductory clause) would be amended to read

as follows:

§21.17 Designation of applicable regulations.

(a) Except as provided in §25.2 and in Part 36 of this Chapter,

an applicant for a type certificate must show that the aircraft, engine,

or propeller concerned meets -

2. Section 21.25(a) (Introductory clause) would be amended to read

as follows:

§21.25 Issue of t_0e certificate: restricted eate_or_ aircraft.

(a) An applicant is entitled to a type certificate for an aircraft in

the restricted category for special purpose operations if he shows com-

pliance with the applicable noise requirements of Part 36 of this Chapter,

and if he shews that no feature or chara¢'tcrlstic of the aircraft makes

It unsafe when it is (_perat¢,d staler tlu_ limitatinns prescribed for its

Intended use, and that the aircraft -

3. Section 21.9',_(b) weald be amended to read as follows:

$21.93 Classification of chan_es in type design.
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(b) For the purpose of complying with Part 36 of this chapter, any

voluntary change in the type design of an airplane that may increase the

noise levels of that airplane is an "acoustical change" (in addition to

being a minor or major change as classified in paragraph (a) of this

section) for the following airplanes:

(1) Subsonic transport category large airplanes,

(2) Subsonic turbojet powered airplanes (regardless of category).

(3) Propeller-driven small airplanes in the normal, utilitym acro-

batic, transport, and restricted categories (except for airplanes that

are designed for "agricultural aircraft operations" as defined in _137.3

of this chapter, as effective on January 1, 1966, or for dispensing fire

fighting materials, and for which the operating limitation prescribed in

§36.1583(c) of this chapter is issued). For those airplanes, "acoustical

ch_*gcs" are limited to the following type design changes:

(i) Any change to, or removal of, a muffler or other component

designed for noise control; and

(it) Any change to, or installation oft a power plant or propeller

that increases maximum continuous power or thmlst at sea level, or

inrreases tile propelh,.r tip speed at that power or thrust, over that

previously approved for the airplane.

,t. Section 2LlOl(a) (Introductory clause) would be amended to read

as foliows:

S21.101 Desi_natlonof,applicablere_ulations.
i

{a) Except as provided in _25°2 and Part 36 of this chapter, an

applicantfor a change to a type certificatemust comply with eRher -

$ $ $ $
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5, Section 21.115(sectionheading and paragraph (a)) would be

amended to read as follows:

§21.115 Applicable recluirements.

(a) Each applicant for a supplemental type certificate must show

tbat the altered product meets applicable airworthiness requirements

as specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of §21.101 and, in the case of

an acoustical change described in §21.93(1)), show compliance with the

applicable noise requirements of §36, l(e) of this chapter.

6. Section 21. 183 would be amended by redesignatfng paragraph (e)

as paragraph (e)(1) and adding a new paragraph (e) and (e)(2) to read

as follows,'

§21.183Issue of standardairworthinesscerttfl,eatesfornormal, utfllty,

acrobatic,and transportcategoryaircraft.

(e) Noise recjuirements. Notwithstandandingall other provisions

ofti_Issecfion_ the followingmust be complied with for the issuance

ofa standard airworthinesscertificate:

(I) * * * * *

(2) Fornormal, utility°acrobatic,or transportcategorypropeller

drivensmallalrplancsthathave not had any flighttime beforethe appli-

cabledate specifiedin Part 36 of tillschapter,no standard airworthi-

ness certli'Icateisoriginallyissued under thissectionunlessthe appll-

cantshows thatthe type design complies with tileappllcablc noise

requirements of Part 36 of tJ11schapter in additionto the applicable



airworthiness requirements in this section. For import aircraft com-

pl.tance with this paragraph is shown if the country in which the aircraft

was manufactured certifies, and the Administrator finds, that the appli-

cable requirements of Part 36 of this chapter (or the applicable aircraft

noise requirements of the country in which the aircraftwas manufactured

and any other requirements the Adn-dnistrator may prescribe to provide

noise levels no greater than those provided by compliance with the appli-

cable requirements of Part 36 of this chapter) and paragraph (c) of this

section are complied with. This subparagraph does not apply to air-

planes thataredeaigned for "agricultural aircraft operations" as defined

in §137.3 of this chapter, as effective on January 1, 1966, or for dis-

pensing fire fighting materials, and for which the operating limitation

prescribed in §36.1583(c) of this chapter is issued.

7. Section 21.185 would be amended by adding a new paragraph (d)

to read as follows:

§21.185 Issue of airworthiness certificates for restricted eater{or)" air-

craft,

$ ,',_ * * *

(d) Noise reclsiremcnts. For propeller-driven small airplanee

(except alrplaaes designed for "agricultural aircraft operations" as

defined iJ_ ._137.3 of this chapter, as effective on January 1, 1066, or for

dispensing fire fighting materials, and for which the operating limitation

prescribed in §36.1583(c) is issued) that have not had any flight time

before the applicable date specified in Part 36of this chapter, and not-

withstanding the other provisions of this section, no original restricted

category airworthiaess certificate is issued under this section unless
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the Administratorfindsthatthe typedesigncomplies withtheapplicable

noise requirements of Par t 36ofthischapterinadditiontotheapplicable

airworthiness requirements of this section. For import aircraft, com-

pUance with this paragraph is shown if the country in wl£ieh the aircraft

was manufactured certifies, and the Administrator finds, that the appli-

cable requirements of Part 36 of this chapter (or the applicable aircraft

noise requirements of the country in wl_ieh the aircraft was manufactured

and any other requirements the Administrator may prescribe to provide

noise levels no greater than those provided by compliance with the appli-

cable requirements of Part 36 of this chapter) and paragraph (c)of this

section are complied with.

3. Section 21. 257 would be amended to read as follows:

§21. 257 T_pe certiftcatus - Issue

/_ applicantis entitledto a type certificatefor a product manu-

factured under a delegationoptionauthorizationifthe Administrator

finds that the product meets the applicable airworthiness and noise

requirements (including applicable acoustical change requirements in

the case of amended type certificates).

9. A new §21.451(d)would be added to readas follows:

§21.451Limits of appllcabilit_

(d) Notwithstandingany otherprovisionofthissubpart,no supple-

mental type certificateinvolvingthe acousticalchangerequirementsof

Part 38 of thischaptt,r may be issued untilthe Administrator finds

that those requirements are met,
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PART 36- NOISE STANDARDS: AIRCRAFT TYPE AND

AIRWOI%TIIINESS C ERTIFICATION

B. Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulations would be amended

as ibllows:

I. Section 36.1 would be amended to read as follows:

§36.1 Applicability.

(a) This part prescribes noise standards for the issuance of type

certificates and changes to type certificates, and for the issuance of

certain airworthiness certificates, for the aircraft specified in paragraph

(b)of this section.

(b) In addition to the applicable airworthiness requirements of this

chapter, the following provisions of this part must be complied with

by each person who applies under Part 21 of this chapter for the issuance

of the following certificates:

(1) This subpart, and Subparts B, C, and G of this part must be

, complied with for the issuance of type certificates for subsonic trans-
!!

2 port category large airplanes and subsonic turbojet powered airplanes

; regardless or'category.

__ (2) J,Atchperson wire applies ['orthe original issue of Standard

Airworthiness Certificates under §21.183, must, regardiess of date of

application, show compliance with this Part (including Appendix C), as

effective on December I, 1960, for airplanes that have not had any flight

time before-

(1) Deeenther I, 1973, for airplanes with maximum weights greater

than 75,000 Ibs., except for alrplanes that are powered by Pratt and

Wltlthey Turbo Wasp JT3D series engines;
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(ii) December 31,1974, for airplanes with maximum weights greater

than 75,000 lbs. and that are powered by Pratt and Whitney Turbo Wasp

JT3D series engines; and

(iii) December 31, 1974, for airplanes with maximum weights of

75° 000 lbs. and less.

(3) Tide subpart, and Subparts F and G of this part must be com-

plied with l'or the issuance of -

(i) Type certificates for propeller driven small airplanes in the

normal, utility, acrobatic, transport, and restricted categories; and

(it) Standard airworthiness certificates and restricted category

airworthiness certificates for propeller-driven small airplanes.

(c) Each person who applies under Part 21 of this chapter for an:i

'_ approval of an aroustieul change described in §21.93(b) of this chapter

_ must showthat the airplane meets the following requirements in addition

:, to the applicable airworthiness requirements of this chapter:

(1) For subsonic transport category large airplanes and turbo-i

i_ Jet powered airplanes that can achieve the applicable noise limits pre-

scribed in Appendix C of this part (or lower noise levels) prior to the

clla_ge h_ type designj that appendix must be complied with. For air-

planes that cannot achieve the applicable noise limits prescribed in

Appnndl_c C of this part prior to the chEu_ge in type design, the noise

.'_ levels created by the airplane prier to the change in type deslgnj meas-

ured and evaluated as pl'eseribcd in Appendices A and B of this partj

may not be exceeded.

(2) On or a_ter January 2, 1975, for propeller-driven small

airplanes In the normal° utility, acrobatic, transport° and restricted

37
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categories that can achieve the applicable noise limit prescribed in

Appendix F of this part (or a lower noise level) prior to the change in

type design, that limit may not be exceeded. ],'or airplanes that cannot

achieve the applicable noise limit prescribed iE_Appendix F of this part

prior to the change in type design, the noise level created by the air-

plane prior to the change in type design, measured and corrected as

prescribed in Parts B and C of Appendix F, may not be exceeded. For

the purpose of this subparagraph, the "applicable noise limit prescribed

in Appendix F" means -

(1) For airplanes type certificated under Appendix F prior to the

: type design ehange_ the noise limit that was applied to that approval; and

(fi) For other airplanes, the noise limit prescribed in §F36.301(b).

2. The heading of Subpart B would be amended to read as follows:

Subpart B - Transport Category Large Airplanes

and Turbojet Powernd Airplanes

3. A new Subpart F would be added to read as follows:

Subpart F - Propeller Driven Small Airplanes

§38.501 Noise limits.

(n) Compliance with this subpart must be shown fur -

(1) Propeller-driven small airplanes for which application for the

issuance of a type certificate in the normal, utility, acrobatic, trans-

port, or restricted category is made on or after October 10, 1973 (the

effective date of NPRM 73-26); and

(2) Propeller-driven small airplanes for which application is made

* for the issuance of a standard airworthinesscertificateor restricted
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category airworthiness certificate, and that have not had any flight time

on or after January 2, 1977, regardless of date of application.

(b) Compliance with this subpart must be shown with noise levels

measured and corrected as prescribed in Parts B and C of Appendix F,

or under approved equivalent procedures.

{c) For airplanes covered by this section, it must be shown that

the noise level of the airplane is no greater than the applicable limit

prescribed in Part D of Appendix F. Tt_s paragraph does not apply

to airplanes that are designed for "agricultural aircraft operations" as

defined in _37.3 of this chapter as effective on January l, 1966, or for

dispensing fire fighting materials, and for which the operation limitation

prescribed in §36.1583(c) is issued.

4. Section 36.1581(a) would be amended to read as follows:

§36.1581 Manuals., markings, and placards.

(a) For airplanes that are required to have an Airplane Flight

Manual, the approved portion of that manual must contain the flight

procedures, performance information, and noise levels approved under

§36.1501. For other airplanes, this data must be furl_ished in the

approved portion of an Airplane 1.'light Mauual or lu any combination of

approved manual material, markings, and placards.

$ $ $ $ $

5. A new §36.1583 would be added to read as follows:

$38.1583 Operating limitations.

(a) Operating limitations prescribed in this section must be fur-

nished in the f°rmand manner prescribed for operating limitations in
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the applicable airworthiness regulations of this chapter. Except as

provided in this section, no operating limitations arc prescribed under

this part.

(b) If a weight used in showing compliance with this part is less

than a limiting weight established under the applicable airworthiness

requirements of this chapter, thatlesser weight must be furnished as

an operating Limitation.

(e) For airplanes that are designed for "agricultural aircraft

operation" as defined in §137.3 of this chapter as effectiveon January i,

1966_ or fop dispensing fire fighting materials, and thatdo not comply

with the nolse Limits in Part D of Appendix F, filefollowingoperating

: limitation must he furnished.

"This airplane does not comply with the applicable noise limits inr

i Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulations and may not be operated, fori;

any purpose, except in compliance with a current noise abatement flight

plan and noise route approved by the FAA and issued to the operator."

6. A new Appendix F would be added to read as follows:

APPENDIX F - NOISE REQUIREMENTS FOR

PI_.OI'r':LLER'DI_.[V l_N SMALL AIRPLANES

PART A " GENERAL

§F35.1. Scope. This appendix prescribes limiting noise levels,

and procedures for measuring noise and correcting noise data, for

prepeller-driven small airplanes.

PART B - NOISE MEASUREMENT

§F36,101. General test conditions. (a) The tsst area must be

surrounded by relatively fiat terrain having no excessive sound absorp-
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tion cbaract_risties such as those caused by thick, matted, orltall grass,

by shrubs, or by wooded areas. No obstructions which slgnificanfly

influence the sound field from the airplane' may exist within a conical

space above the measurement position, the cone being defined by an

axis normal to the ground and by a half-angle 75 ° from this axis.

(b) The tests must be carried out under the folinwing atmospheric

conditions:

(1) There may be no precipitation.

(2) Relative humidity may not be higher than 90 percent or lower

than 30 percent.

(3) Ambient temperature may not be above 86 ° F or below 41" F
t ,

at 3_ above ground. If the measurement site is within 1 n.m. of an

airport thermometer the airport reported temperature may be used.

(4) Reported wind may not be above I0 knots at 33' above ground.

Ifthe measurement site is within I n.m. of an airport anemometer°

the airport reported wind may be used.

r (5) There may be no temperature inversion or anomalous wind
!: t

conditions that would slgntficantlyaffectthe noise level of the airplane

when the noise is reuorded at the required measuring point.

(6) The flightteat procedures, measuring equipment° and noise

muasurement procedures must be approved by the FAA.

(7) Soundpressure level data for noise evaluation purposes must be

obtained with acoustical equipment and measurement procedures that

! comply with §F36.103 of this appendix.1

I
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§F35. 103 Acoustical measurement system. The acoustical measure-

ment system must consist of approved equipment equivalent to the

following:

(a) A microphone system with frequency response compatible with

measurement and analysis system accuracy as prescribed in section

F36.105 of this appendix.

(b) Tripods or similar microphone mountings that minimize inter-

ference with the sound being measured.

(c) Recording and reproducing equipment characteristics, frequency

response, and dynamic range compatible with the response and accuracy

requirements of section F36.105 of this appendix.

(d) Acoustic calibrators using sine wave or broad band noise of

knovm sound pressure level. IP broad band noise is used, the signal

must be described in Icrnls or its average and maximum root-mean-

squoE'c (rms) value for nonoverload signal level.

4 §F36. 105 Sensing, recording, and reproducing equipment. (a) The

/ noise produced by the aid.plane must be recorded. A magnetic tape
#

rn_'nrder is ae¢:nptah]c.

(h) Tile {_harz:lt_t(_rlsl.lt'H¢}1'Iho system nlns[ t,nmpiy wilh (.llerecom-

mendations in In(ernational Eloctrotecbnlcal (:ommission (IEC) Publics- '

tion No. 179 (as amended) concerulng microphone and amplifier charac-

teristics. (Copies of this publication are available for examination at

the DOT Branch Library, Federal OfficeBallding, 10A, and at the Office

of Environmental Quality. both located at Ileadquarters, Federal

Aviation Administration, B00 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington,
I
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D.C. 20591. Copies are also available for examination at the Regional

Office of the FAA. )

(c) 'rhe response of Um complete system to a sensibly plane pro-

gressive sinusoidal wave of constant amplitude must lie within the

totcl'auce limits specified in IE(" Publication No. 179 (as amended) over

the frequency range 45 to 11.200 llz.

(d) If limitations of the dynamic range of the equipment make it

necessary, high frequency pre-emphasis must be added to the recording

channel with the converse deemphasis on playback. The pre-emphasis

' must be applied such that the instantaneous recorded sound pressure

level ot' the noise signal between 800 and 11,200 llz does not vary more

than 20 dB between tim maximum and minimum one-third octave bands.

(e) The equipment must be acoustically calibrated using facilities

for acoustic free-field calibration and electronically calibrated by the

method specified in §F36.107(b).

(f) A windscreen must be employed with the microphone during all

measurements of aircraft noise when the wind speed is in excess of

6 knuta. Corrections for any insertion loss produced by the windscreenj

as a function of frequency° must be applied th the measut,cd data and the

cot't'ectlons applied must be reported.

§1.'36.107. Noise measurement [_rocedures.

(u) The microphones must be oriented so that the maximum sound

rceeivt:d arrives as aeurly ss reasonable in the direction for which

the microphones are calihratcd. The mict'ophones must be placed so

I that their sensing elements are approximately 4 feet above ground.
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(b) Immediately prior to and after each test, a recorded acoustic

calibration of the system must be made in tile field with an acoustic

calibrator for' the two purposes of checking system sensitivity and pro-

riding an acoustic reference level for the analysis of the sound level

data.

(el I,'t)r tim purpose of minimizing equipment or operator error°

field calibrations must be supplemented with the use of an insert voltage

device to place a known signal at the imput of tile microphone, just prior

to and after recording aircraft noise data.

(d) The ambient noise, including both acoustical background and

electrical noise of the measurement system, must be recorded and

determined in the test area with the system gain set at levels which will

be used for aircraft noise measurements.

§F36.109 Data recording, reporting, and approval.

(a) Data representing physical measurements or corrections to

? measured data must be recorded in permanent form and appended to the

record except that corrections to measurements for normal equipment

t r_,spuum, dcvlatlons nt.,d not bc reported. All other _,orrecttons must be

upln'ovt,d, I,]stimuh,s musl I)t, mmh' of the individual |wrors inherent

in each of tim operaltons cmploycd in obtaining the final data.

(h) (1) Measured and corrected sonnd pressure levels must be

presented in one-third octave band levels obtained at the time when the

tune corrected Perceived Noise Level is maximum using equipment

conforming to the standards described in §D36.105.
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(2) Tile type of equipment used for measurement and analysis

of all acoustic aircraft performance and meteorological data must be

reported.

(e) The following atmospheric environmental data measured

immediately before, afttu', and hourly intervals or less during the

test period, at the observation points prescribed in §F 36.101 of this

appendix must be reported:

(1) Air temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and relative

j humidity in percent.

(2) Maximum, minimum, and average wind in knots and

their direction.
(3) Atmospheric pressure in inches of mercury.

(d) ['omments oil lucui topography, ground t'ovt!r, and events

that might interfere with sotlnd recot'dJllgs must be reported.

(c) The following airplam, information nmnt be reported:

' (1) Type, nmdel and serial numbers (if any) of airplanes,

engine(s), propeller(s), and muffler(s).

(2) Any modifications or nonstandard equipment likely to

aft'oct the noise eimractt, ristit's of tim airplane.

(3) Mn×inmla t't,rIil'|vated takrnft' weights.

(4) True and indicated airspeed in knots for each overflight of

the incarnating point.

(5) I_nglul, pt, rforlllance in terms t*l' rt, vututinns pet" minute°

pt*wer, luanit'uhl pressure, blade pitt'h, and other rchrvaut parameters

_i for each overflight.
l
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(6) Aircraft height in feetdetermined by a calibrated altimeter

in the aircraft, approved photographic techniques, or approved tracking

facilities.

(f) Aircraft speed and position and engine performance parameters

must be recorded at an approved sampling rate sufficientto insure com-

pliance with the test procedures and conditions of this Appendix.

§F36.111 Flight procedures. (a) Tests te demonstrate compliance

with the noise level requirements of this Appendix must include atleast

six level fllghts over the measuring station at a height oil, 000

+ 30' and 10 degrees from the zenith when passing overhead.

(i_)Overflight must be performed at the highest propeller
rotatioual speed (rpm) corrcspondlng to rated maximum continuous

power, stabilized speed with propellers synchronized and with the air-

plane in tbe cruise configuration except that, ifthe speed at maximum

continuous power would exceed the maximum speed authorized in level

fligbt, accelerated flightis acceptable. Accelerated flight must be

measured and reported.
|

t
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PART C - DATA CORRECTION

SECTION F36. 201 Correction of data. (a) Aircraft position

and perfoFm_l:lce dat_% aed tho tlOISe measurements n]nst bc corrected

to tlm following noise type certification reference atmospheric

conditions:

(1) Sea level pressure of 2116psi (76 cm mercury),

(2) Ambient temperature of 77 degerees F. (ISA + i0 degrees C.),

(3) Relative humidity of 70 percent,

(4) Zero wind.

(b) The performance correction prescribed in paragraph (e) of

this section must be used. it must be determined by the method

described in this appendix, and must he added algebriagically to the

measured value.

{e) The performance correction must be computed by using the

following formula:

P = 60-20 log [(I1500-D50) sin s + 50] + I0 log VH/VY.

. Where:

P _ Correction that must be added algebraically to the effective

percelvod noise h,vel (I_PNI,) evaluated llndct' Appendix B,

decibels.

].)50-_ Takeoff distance to 50 t at maximum certificated takeoff

weight, feet.

R/C = certificated |lest rate of climb, fpm.

VY = climbspeed corresponding to certificated best rate of climb,

fpm.
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VH = maximum speed in horizontal flight with maximum

continuous power or maximum test speed in horizontal flight over

thr noise measuring point averaged for all test flights,whichever is

greater, I'plll.

_ = aresine (I_/C)/VY -_angle of climb, degrees

(d) When D50 is not listedas approved performance information,

itmust he taken as 2000 and 3000 feet for single engine and multi-

engine airplanes, respectively.

§Ir36.203 Validity of results. (a) The testresults must produce

an average EPNdB and its 90 percent confidence limits, the noise

level beingthe arithmetic average of the correctedacousticalmeasure-

ments for all valid test runs over the measuring point.

(b) The samples must be large enough to establish statistically

a 90 percent eonfldence limitnotexceeding _+l.5 EPNdB. The minimum

sample size acceptable is six. If more than one acoustical measure-

ment system is used at the measurement location, the resulting data

for each test flight must be averaged as a single measurement. No

test result may be omitted from the averaging process, unless

emission is appruw_d hy tin-, Administrator.

PAII'[' I)- NOISI,I I.,IMLTS

§I"36.301 Aircraft noise Umlts. (a) Compliance with tillssection

musL in'shown with noise data measured and corrected as prescribed

ill Parts n and C of tills appendix and evaluated in accordance with

Appendix B.

| 4o
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(b) For propeller driven small airplane type designs for which

ml application for a type c_rtificate is made from October 10, 1973

to ,Immary[, 1975, im'lusive, the noiselevcl must aot exceed 70 EPNdB

fee airplaue weights up to and including 1320 pounds (560 Kg). The

noise level limit increases from 79 EPNdB at a rate ofl EPNdB/165

pounds (75Kg) of weight in excess of 1320 pounds (599 Kg} for airplane

weights greater than 1320 pounds, up to and including 3630 pounds

41647 Kg}. However, the noise level limit remains constant at 93

EPNdB forairplaneweighta of 3630pounds or more, upto andincludtng

12,500 pounds 45670 Kg}.

(c) For propeller driven small airplane type designs for which

an app]ication for a type certificate is made from Jmmary 2, 1075 to

January l, 19800 inclusive° and for acwly produced propeller driven

small airplanes manufactured on or after January 2, 1977_ the noise

level must not exceed 79 EPNdB for airplane weights up to andincluding

1320 ponnds. The anise level limit increases from 79 EPNdB at a

rate of 1 EPNdB/165 pounds of weight in excess of 1320 pounds for

airplane weights greater than 1320 pounds, up to and including 3300

pounds (1.t97 Kg). IIowevcr, the noise level limit remains constant

at !)l [,IPNdB ibr aiL'pimm weights at 3300 poonds oi' more, up to and

: Including 12° 500 poumis.

(d) For propeller driven small airplane type designs tbr which

an application for atype certificate is made on or after Jmmary2j 1000,

the aoise level limit is prescribed by the following formula:

EPNL-" 8n-151og (12.5/W)
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Where: W -- airplane maximum certificated takeoff weight in thousands

of pounds.

(e) This section does not apply to airplanes that are designed

Ibr "agrivulturalaircra[Itlperation"asdefined In §137.3 of this chapter

as effective oo Januat.y I, 1966, or for dispensing fire fighting

materials and for which the operating limitation prescribed in

§36.1583(e) is issued.
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